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Dear Madam,
PRESENTATION TO ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
I attach a Chairman’s Address and a PowerPoint presentation to be delivered at today’s Annual General
Meeting which is convened to be held at 11.00 am.
This announcement has been approved by the Company’s Managing Director.
Yours faithfully

Peter J. Nightingale
Company Secretary
pjn11035
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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS TO THE AGM
My Fellow Shareholders
Due to the health and safety impact of COVID-19, and the continuing developments around government
mandated restrictions, this meeting is again being conducted in virtual format. We hope, sincerely, next
year allows a return to a normal AGM.
Despite historical headwinds, this has been a particularly significant year for Biotron.
Significant for a breakthrough in the clinical trial design which greatly benefits our primary program
targeting the eradication of HIV.
Significant for the substantial steps achieved in identifying a groundbreaking means of combatting
Hepatitis B and notably significant because of advances in our particularly exciting drug development
program aimed at delivering a therapeutic solution for COVID-19.
Each of these topics will be covered in the Managing Director’s report, however, it should be clearly
noted that, by itself, any one of these programs, is a company making program. In combination, our
programs demonstrate the significance and considerable importance of our overriding antiviral platform.
Focus on individual programs often overlooks the depth and underlying strength of our Company.
For any person engaged in the antiviral space, worldwide, the past two years have presented challenges
not experienced in our lifetime. Biotron’s small, but dedicated, team of staff and consultants have,
against the odds, delivered all that was expected of them and much more.
This in no way diminishes shareholder frustration regarding the commercialisation of our products. As
shareholders ourselves, your directors clearly understand your concerns.
To date, Biotron has successfully completed nine human clinical trials. We are currently engaged in two
more. That, in itself, speaks volumes for the determination demonstrated during these trying times. We
do not undertake such major – and costly – steps lightly. The trials are tightly focused and based in no
small way on feedback and input from likely partners. These trials are necessary scientifically and value
enhancing commercially.

Drug development, as we all well know, is a slow and complicated, process. Regulatory processes quite
rightly ensure there are no shortcuts. There are three basic requirements: Good science, clear imminent
medical need and quality data. Biotron ticks these boxes. Our programs are carefully planned,
professionally managed and absolutely necessary. We develop innovative solutions for people with
serious and life-threatening conditions. We remain confident of a positive outcome for our COVID-19
program and, in that event, it will have been down to the practical, sensible and clear steps which
allowed the Company to respond as quickly as possible to a health threat of such shattering proportions.
Your directors believe, unquestionably, that this Company is on the right path to deliver tangible results
to the benefit of patients suffering these terrible ailments and, importantly for this meeting, our
shareholders.

Michael J. Hoy
Chairman
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Forward Looking Statements

This presentation may contain forward‐looking statements with respect to the financial condition,
results and business achievements/performance of Biotron Limited (ACN 086 399 144) and certain of

the plans and objectives of its management. These statements are statements that are not historical
facts. Words such as “should”, “expects”, “anticipates”, “estimates”, “believes” or similar expressions,
as they relate to Biotron Limited, are intended to identify forward‐looking statements. By their

nature, forward‐looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they reflect Biotron’s
current expectations and assumptions as to future events and circumstances that may not prove
accurate. There is no guarantee that the expected events, trends or results will actually occur. Any

changes in such assumptions or expectations could cause actual results to differ materially from
current expectations.

Key Achievements 2020/2021 FY
• Key milestone for HIV-1 program:
• Commenced two clinical trials of BIT225

• Trials designed in consultation with international experts with key links to pharma
• Designed specifically to solidify understanding of what BIT225 is doing and how it is doing
it with focus on partner requirements

• There is no roadmap to follow for HIV cure/eradication
• Trials are being done to generate data to support future regulatory filings/use labels

• Completed a new manufacturing of BIT225 clinical-grade (cGMP) drug for future trials
• Progressed identification of next-generation HIV-1 drug candidate – candidates are currently
undergoing preliminary safety testing

Key Achievements 2020/2021 FY (cont)
• Expanded the SARS-CoV-2 program
• Testing in relevant, robust animal model of COVID in USA laboratory
• Results are imminent

• Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) program
• Progressed identification of potential lead to move into animal model(s)

• Unique approach to tackling virus infections
• Combining direct antiviral and immunomodulatory activities to knock down virus levels and boost
the body’s immune system to fight the infection
• Focus is on partnering

HIV-1 Unmet Need
• Safe, effective antiretroviral drugs (ART) have been central to successfully keeping virus levels down in HIV+
people; Profound reductions in mortality, morbidly and transmission

BUT

• ART is not curative, latent viral reservoirs remain
and reactivate
• Immune reconstitution is only partial and
accompanied by a state of chronic inflammation
• A significant excess of chronic diseases,
malignancy and neurocognitive deficits result in
individual and societal burdens
• Global treatment costs are not remotely
sustainable

BIT225 – A new class of anti-HIV drug
•

There is no roadmap for HIV-1 cure/eradication

•

The BIT225-009 trial showed that there is a pathway to show clinical
benefit for treating with BIT225
•

•

BIT225 targets Vpu protein of HIV-1
•

•

BIT225 a first-in-class drug that uniquely combines direct acting
antiviral with immunomodulatory activities.

BIT225 In Vitro

Vpu is responsible for down-regulating key receptors on
infected cells so that infected cells are hidden from the
immune system

Data from the completed Phase 2 clinical trial indicated that BIT225
reverses this process, resulting in “unmasking” of infected cells and
reversing the suppression of the immune system

BIT225-010 and 011 HIV-1 Trials
• Two trials were designed to generate specific data to show a clinical benefit with BIT225, and
further explore key observations related to inflammation and immune activation in both
treatment naïve and experienced populations
• Assessing key biomarkers (immunological and virological) consistent with accepted clinical and
commercial applications
• Aim is to determine impact on health-related outcomes that will be key to future regulatory
filings
• Both trials have commenced, with completion scheduled mid-2022 and preliminary results
3Q2022

BIT225 and HIV-1 – Positioning

• A safe and effective agent that in conjunction with ART reduces inflammation and leads
to fewer HIV comorbidities, improved health and lessened healthcare costs
• A safe and effective agent that in conjunction with ART leads to increased immune
system recognition and eradication of HIV

SARS-CoV-2
•

Biotron’s approach has been to design new small molecule drugs that target the SARS-CoV-2 viroporin(s)
•

E protein is a viroporin

•

Multiple roles in the virus lifecycle
•

Entry into cells and exit of new virus particles from infected cells

•

Pathogenesis of disease resulting from the infection

•

Triggers inflammatory cascade in the lungs leading to respiratory distress and failure

•

Deletion of E protein sequences attenuate infectivity and pathogenesis of CoVs

•

By targeting viroporins Biotron’s anti-SARS-CoV-2 compounds are expected to impact on
moderate/severe COVID

SARS-CoV-2 Program
Vaccines remain central to control of the pandemic but there is an urgent need for effective drugs to treat COVID in at-risk
populations
•

Designed and synthesised >100 new compounds to target the SARS-CoV-2 E protein (oral drugs)

•

Screened for ability to inhibit replication of SARS-CoV-2 in a range of cell culture models

•

Lead series identified based on these studies
•

•

Several compounds with good antiviral activity in these in vitro studies

IN PROGRESS:
•

Testing key compounds in an animal model of SARS-CoV-2 in the USA

•

Assessing immunomodulatory activity in parallel with antiviral activity

•

Running preliminary preclinical safety studies in parallel

•

Data expected before end 2021

Hepatitis B Virus
• ~300 million worldwide chronically infected with HBV
• Increased risk of significant liver disease, including liver failure and cancer

• HBV causes up to 80% of liver cancers
• 5 year survival of 15%
• >780,000 die every year
• as a consequence of HBV infection
• Current treatments suppress virus replication but do not deliver a cure
• Cure will likely require attacking multiple targets of the HBV lifecycle
• Aggressive suppression of replication
• Inhibition of formation as well as elimination of cccDNA
• Boost host immune response to chronic infection

Biotron HBV Program
• Over last 12 months Biotron has designed and tested a suite of new compounds to expand its
portfolio of novel small molecule compounds with good activity against HBV
• Extensive package of preclinical in vitro data includes evidence of reduction in cccDNA, HBsAg, and
other relevant HBV markers
• Biotron compounds have a unique mechanism of action with implications for HBV cure
• Preliminary safety testing is in progress with the top set of compounds, to identify a lead
• A confirmatory study to extensively assess impact on HBV in primary human cells will commence
shortly, ahead of a study in an animal model of HBV infection

Summary
• HIV-1 program is the prime focus
• Clear clinical development program designed to demonstrate to regulators and pharma how the drug
may be used to improve health outcomes in combination with ART
• SARS-CoV-2 program is developing drugs with potential to reduce virus levels and immune dysfunction
seen in moderate to severe COVID. Aim is to progress these as quickly as possible through relevant
models and into formal safety studies.
• Hepatitis B (HBV) remains a promising and important early-stage program and good progress has been
made to select a robust lead candidate
• Biotron clearly has a portfolio of antivirals which uniquely combine antiviral inhibition with
immunomodulatory activity.
• All activities are undertaken with aim of generating data for partners.

